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OVERVIEW
ABSTRACT-Oven.ooight in ckildlwod sets the stage for a life-
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long stnlggle with rooight a.n d eating and raises the rUk of
health problems, such u.s obesity, diabetes meUihu, hypertension, sleep apnea, and. heart disease. Research front
multiple disciplinary field:J hm identifie(l scores of contributing factors. Efforts to integrate these/actors into a single
"big picture" have been hampered by the chaUenges of
con.stmct.ing theoretical modeu that are both comprehensive and developmentally ado.ptable. This article reviews
select genetic and environmental factors influencing childhood ovenwight and obe.sity, then explicat,es a.n ecological
nW(lel mappit.g these and other factors. The Six-Cs model
extemls previous theoretical tflork on childlwod tfleight
imbalance by u.cknmflledging dinwn.sions offactors speci[tc
to heredity as weU a.s the envirmmwnt, to activiJ.y as rfleU a.s
nutrition, to resources ctnd opport~tnities as weU a.s practices, and to development from birth through adolescence.
This c1.rticle concmdes by discwsing the nwdel's policy relevcmce and identifying important next steps for tram(lisciplinary research concerning child oven.ooigltt and obesity.
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Obesity among children in the United States is a national public
health eoncem. From 1976 to 2006, the mte of overweight for
2- to 5-year-olds rose from 5.0 to 12.4% (Centers for Disease
Contml and Prevention, 2009). Overweight children are at risk
of remaining overweigh t in adulthood, with ovenveight by age 8
pnxl icting the most severe adult obesity (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention , 2009). An increase in the rate of weight
gain be tween ages 2 and 5 is a patticularly potent predietor of
ad ult ovenveight (McCarthy el aL, 2007). These findings und erscore th e need to map the factors that promote excessive weight
starting very early in life (Tabaechi, Ciamrnanco, La Guardia, &
Ciammanco, 2007). In this article, we review some recent
research advances that point to factors influencing childJ10od
overweight and obesity from infancy through adolescence, and
follow with a new ecological m{)(Jel that is adaptable to different
developmental st~esLl the past decade, hundreds of articles have bee n published
across disciplinary fields, each tackling a piece of the childhood
obesity pUZ7Je. 1t is challenging to synthesi7..e such a vast body of
research into a "big picture" of influences on childhood overweight and obesity. Some researchers (e.g., Davison & Birch,
2001; Neumack-S7lainer, 2005; Tabacchi et aL, 2007) have
attempted to remedy this problem by offering ecological models
inspired implicitly or explicitly by Bronfenbrenner's ecological
systems theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). 'n1ese models su.rnmari:t..e
critical environmental inAuences on weight imbalance at specific
stages in development (e.g., adok-scence. for Neurnark-Sztainer's,
2005 model; early childhood for the Tahacchi et al., 2007
model). In this article, we extend their work by offering a new
ecological model (the Six-Cs model; see Figure 1) tlaat (a)
acknowledges not only e1wiiomnental but al"SO hereditary inAuences, (b) specifies a system for categorizing en:vironm.ental
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